
 

NAICS Codes 

The North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) is a Federal classifying system. 

You will need to know your industry’s 3-digit NAICS code to use the grant formula calculator and 

later in the application process, you will be asked to identify your industry’s full 6-digit NAICS 

code.  

To determine what industry your business primarily operates in, descriptions of the industries 

can be found here: https://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/sssd/naics/naicsrch?chart=2017  

Eligible Industries 

Businesses that operate primarily in one of the following industries are eligible (by 3-digit NAICS 

code):  

113      Forestry and logging  

114      Fishing, hunting and trapping  

115      Support activities for agriculture and forestry  

236      Construction of buildings  

237      Heavy and civil engineering construction  

238      Specialty trade contractors  

311      Food manufacturing  

312      Beverage and tobacco product 

manufacturing  

313      Textile mills  

314      Textile product mills  

315      Apparel manufacturing  

316      Leather and allied product manufacturing  

321      Wood product manufacturing  

322      Paper manufacturing  

323      Printing and related support activities  

324      Petroleum and coal products manufacturing  

325      Chemical manufacturing  

Businesses that operate primarily in one of the 

following industries are a severely impacted 

industry (have NAICS Code beginning with 44, 

45, 487, 71, 72, or 812):  

●  44-45  Retail trade  

● 487   Scenic & sightseeing transportation  

● 71   Arts, entertainment, and recreation  

● 72  Accommodation and food services  

● 812   Personal care services  

● 5615 Travel agents 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/sssd/naics/naicsrch?chart=2017


326      Plastics and rubber products manufacturing  

327      Nonmetallic mineral product manufacturing  

331      Primary metal manufacturing  

332      Fabricated metal product manufacturing  

333      Machinery manufacturing  

334      Computer and electronic product manufacturing  

335      Electrical equipment, appliance, and component manufacturing  

336      Transportation equipment manufacturing  

337      Furniture and related product manufacturing  

339      Miscellaneous manufacturing  

423      Merchant wholesalers, durable goods  

424      Merchant wholesalers, nondurable goods  

425      Wholesale electronic markets and agents and brokers  

441      Motor vehicle and parts dealers  

442      Furniture and home furnishings stores  

443      Electronics and appliance stores  

444      Building material and garden equipment and supplies dealers  

445      Food and beverage stores  

446      Health and personal care stores  

447      Gasoline stations  

448      Clothing and clothing accessories stores  

451      Sporting goods, hobby, musical instrument, and book stores  

452      General merchandise stores  

453      Miscellaneous store retailers  

454      Nonstore retailers  

481      Air transportation  

483      Water transportation  

484      Truck transportation  

485      Transit and ground passenger transportation  

486      Pipeline transportation  



487      Scenic and sightseeing transportation  

488      Support activities for transportation  

492      Couriers and messengers  

493      Warehousing and storage  

511      Publishing industries (except internet)  

512      Motion picture and sound recording industries  

515      Broadcasting (except internet)  

517      Telecommunications  

518      Data processing, hosting, and related services  

519      Other information services  

532      Rental and leasing services  

541      Professional, scientific, and technical services  

551      Management of companies and enterprises  

561      Administrative and support services  

562      Waste management and remediation services  

611      Educational services  

711      Performing arts, spectator sports, and related industries  

712      Museums, historical sites, and similar institutions  

713      Amusement, gambling, and recreation industries  

721      Accommodation  

722      Food services and drinking places  

811      Repair and maintenance  

812      Personal and laundry services  

 

If a business operates primarily in an industry that is not listed in the list of eligible industries 

above, it would not be eligible to receive a grant under this program. 
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